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Aidlraet : 9pectta and aaaular distnüutions have beds meaauted for the (d, sl i) reaction on 1ssBa .
uo,iu~ iss.ias.issp~ iss.iss .iso.is4~ sad rss~ usfna gS I~eV deuterons sad maa-
aetic analysis. (food a~+eement betwecm measured and calwilated anaalar distübuticns was.
obtained employiaa one~tep zero-reuse distorted wave Horn approximatiod (DWBA) tliëor~
with accluater wave ftmctiens. Alpha-particle apecte+woopic factor S~ edd redaoed widths
y a have bees attracted for the tramitions to around andetched states . Included is the analysis
are earlier nsuhs for the (d, sLi) reaction on iso~,~ aospb and ~sU. The spectroscopic fao-
ton tensefrom appro~dmately 0.002 to 0.1 . The transitions to the ~o~d states ofantler with a
few matrons beyond Na 82 areenhanced . Aclose comespondaace with the (p,t) two-metros
picinp reaction was observed. Several ofthe target nuclei am loaowa a~article amitteca, and the
direct comparison betweenreactionand decay data leadsto s coasistant descriptiaaof these pro-
cesses malvnait possible to deduce a-dece~y lifetime endbranchin;ratios fromthe (d, °Li) data.

NUCLEAit R,SACTIOI+i3 ias~ uo, iss~~ ras . isa..isslld. i4a, us . iao, isss~ .
iss~(~ e~). g~ 35 MeV; aseaaumd a'(BsLt+ ~" '~sHa. . iso~ uaN~ iss,,isa~
deduoed S~ IeduCed widths. 14,aCe, lss.'ssNd, s+s. ~so~ issgr~~~So z

widths, T~(a). 's°DY, aospb~ assU:

	

pe+evious data.

1. Yntnoiacöo~n

Clustering phenomena in nuclei are presently of theoretical and experimental
interest t - °). Of the many reactions :and decàys which provide. axperime~tal infor±
oration about clustering, tüe (d, 6Li) , and (3He, ~Be) a.-particle pickup reactions
have been used for many years 6) to investigate a-particle clustering in light and
medium mass nuclei 6-9). A recent survey 1 °) of (d, 6Li) reactions at Ed ~ 3S Met
on a variety of targets demonstrated the foasibility of using this reaction to study a-
particle clustering over the entire mass range of nuclei . The (d, 6Li) cross sections
were found to decrease approximately proportional to A-3, but enhancements in
certain regions such as the region of rare-earth nuclei were also observed . The mass
region 138 S A ~ 166 was therefore selected for a more systematic study. Prelimi-
nary results have been reported elsewhere li).

Alpha-particle decay has long been used to study a-clusteringin heavynuclei i~" ia).
Alpha-particle transfer reactions extend these studies to all nuclei which are stable or
nearly stable. The extraction ofstructure information from the a-decay process using
t supported in part by USF.RDA. Contract 13(11-1}2167 and USNSF t3rant PIiY 76-00287.
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the standard R-nutria foradalism-l 4- l') is affected by its sensitivity to the a-particle
binding energy via the pcnetraldlity factor anti thus to the methods of calculating
that penetrability. The analysis of a-cluster pickup reactions such~as (d, 6Li) and
(9He,'Be) is not influenced by this problem since tlu; binding tnergy dependence of
the transfer crosâ section is alnch weaker and well described by reaction theory is).

However, the reaction analysis requires carefal considerations related to the cluster
wave function (form factor) and to the normalization both in zero-range as well as
finite-range calculations . Transfer reactions probe the a-cluster wavo .fitnction genera-
ally in a region riser the nuclear surface, and a~particle reduced widths y. extracted
at a radius in thi$ region should therefore be very reliable. ~ ~. .
The reaction mpchaaism for the transfer of an a-particle -is more complicated than

that for the transfer of two nucleons. Nevertheless, if the structures of the initial and
final states . exhibit certain .features, a corrçspondonce between the two . can be ex-
pected i 9). Furthermore, a-particle pickup reactions in the regions of rare-earth and
translead nuclei [see also .ref. ~°)] offer an opportunity to compare reaction and a-
decay data for ground as well as excited states. .Thrèe target nuclei which were studied
here [including one from ref. 1°)] are long-lived a-particle emitters:
Theexperimental procedurç end results employed in this work are given in sect . 2.

TheDWBA analysis is presented in sect . 3. Sect. 4 includes thm discussion of a~ecay
half-lives and branching ratios deduced from the (d, 6Li) reaction . It also. includes a
comparison between a-particle and two-neutron pickup data ~i _~4) and their inter-
pretation on the basis of the pairing vibration model s s) .

2. E:paimead~l p=ocedurea a~ results
The experiment was.conducted with a35.0 MeY.dénteron:beam fromthe University

of Michigan 83 inch cyclotron. The targets consisted of rare~arth oxides evaporated
onto carbon or nickel backings. They were typically 150 ~gJcm~ thick. The energy
loss ofthe outgoing 6Li particles in the targetwasthe major contribution to the energy
resolution of 60 to 90 keV. The resolution was adequate to separate most states of
interest . The outgoing 6Li particles were dewin. two adjacent positionï sensitive
solid state detectors mounted in the focal plane of a dispersion matched spectrom-
oter . Details of the cyclotron system and the beam preparation and analyzing mag-
nets have boon previously reported .~6) . The acceptance angle of the spectrometer was
t.3° providing a solid angle of 2.0 msr. The 6Li particles were completely stopped in
the..detectors resulting in energy signals from the detectors sufficient to cleanly sepa-
rate the 6Li ions from an intense background oftighter ions. Conventional electronics
wore used for data collection and on-line data reduction. Partially reduced data were
stored in a PDP-15 computer as a two-dimensional array of ion position in the focaÎ
plane versus energy . The data were subsequently analyzed offaine.
A spectrum from the reaction 16aEr(d, 6L1)î6z.DY ~ ebb . ¢ 12° i§ shown in fig: 1 .

Indicated in the figure are. fourmembers ofthçground-state rotatignalband in i 6sDy..
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FiS. f. Specrtvm of sLi particles 6rom the iss~(d, sLi)'ssDy, reaction at 9,,r = 12°.

FiQ. .2 . AnSular disttibutio~ for the transitions to the 0+, 2* and 4+ states in i"Nd and isa~,
hum the (d, sIi) reaction on "ssm aad'ssBr tarpgts.

Transitions to higher excitation status can also be noted. These states could not be
uniquely identified due to the limited resolution and the very small cross sections .

Angular distributions from B,,b m 8° to 68° were measured on targets of lss~.

and 14aSm (unless otherwise noted the reactions discussed will henceforth be identi-
fied by the target nucleus involved) . Theangular distributions along with the DWHA
fits, which will be discussed later, are Presented in fig . 2. More limited data.were ob
tatned OII targets Of 13aHa~ 140. 141~~ 141, 144, 146Nd and 144, 130, 1545+

addition, we will include in the analysis and discussion data for 1soDy~ 1oapb and
13eU from ref. 1 °). Table l lists measured c.m. differential cross salions for the nuclei
and states indicated. The cross sections quoted are for angles near the first 1= 0
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Tnsta 1

Difieeemtial aras section do/dD (&st 1 ~ 0 ma~mam beyond 0°), abolnte spactro~copic factors
S, sad rednoed widths y a and B,a from the (d, sLi) rection

") Msumed number of radial node in the a-elmter wave llmcxion.
") Channel radius r = (1.7 fm~i (A ~ residual) .
') Normalised each that y,°(r) is the same for the (d, °Li) rection and the ao-decay of i's3m

withT}m8.0x101sy.
°) Data from ref.'s.
') E_ = 310f20 keV from ref.'°).

Target
nuclens

Reddual
nuch~na

r E,
(keV)

Q,
(keV)

do/da.... G~b/sr)
(&at maximum)

s,
(IoeV) ( x 10-s)

isa~ iaa~ p+ 0 -2576 1 .85 f0.31 0.031 8 0.23 1 .07
2+ 830 -3426 1.27 f0.26 0.086 7 0.49 2 .28

i4o~ ias~ 0+ 0 -1364 1.96 f0.23 0.041 8 0.29 1.37
2+ 818 -2382 1.03 f0.18 0.067 7 0.38 1.79

iaa~ iasga p+ . p 1362 3.28 f0.41 0.075 9 1.36 6.47
2+ 1426 -64 0.21 f0.10 0.011 8 0.15 0.71

' 4a1Vd issCe 0+ 0 - 805 4.44 f0A2 0.078 8 O.S+L 2.57
2+ 790 -1395 204 f0.28 0.13 7 0.84 4.00

isaNd iso~ 0+ 0 1902 6.10 f0.44 0.060 9 1.00 4 .80
2+ 1596 306 0.92 f0.24 0.018 8 0.21 1 .01

'°°Nd ' 4'Ce 0+ 0 1164 6.11 f0.51 0.075 9 1.19 5.77
2+ 641 523 0.39 f0.16 0.013 . 8 0.14 0.68

1°°3m '°°Nd 0+ 0 -140 3.26 f1.64 0.071 8 0.43 2.16
2+ 774 -914 0.75 f0.70 0.023 7 0.12 0.S8

'4s3m "4Nd 0+ 0 1974 3.36 f0.64 0.078 ") 9 1 .20 " ) 5 .88
2+ 696 1278 0.52 f0.19 0.010 8 0.13 . 0.64
4+ 1314 660 0.40 f0.12 0.013 7 0.037 0.18

'sosm '°°Nd 0+ 0 1440 4.37 f0.60 0.048 9 0.63 3.12
2+ 454 986 0.39 ~0.18 0.016 8 0.17 0.84

isa~ iaoNd 0+ 0 -1213 0.42 f0.10 0.009 9 0.062 0.31
2+ 132 -1343 0.30 f0.08 0.013 8 0.10 0.50

isog, °) is°~ 0+ 0 134 1.43 ~O.iB 0.032 9 0.22 1.14
~°°~ i°a~ 0+ 0 g22 0.42 f0.06 0.012 9 0.078 0.41

2+ 81 741 0.39 f0.06 0.008 8 0.047 0.25
4+ 266 556 0.33 f0.03 0.013 7 0.056 0.30
6+ 349 273 0.11 f0.03 0.033 6 0.090 0.14 .

sospb °) songe 0+ 0 519 0.040f0.017 0.005 9 0.0047 0.029
sssU °) 'a°Th 0+ 0 4266 0.0?,3f0.007 0.002 11 0.0031 0.021

~2+ 48 4218 0.014f0.006 0.003 10 0.0054 0.037
4+ 160 4106 0.012f0.003 0.004 9 0.0047 0.032
6+ 310 ") 3956 0.014f0.006 0.004 8 0.0055 0.038
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maximumbeyond 0° . All target nuclei studied have an even number of both neutrons
and protons, andthe0+~ states in the table are therefore alt ground states. The ~2+, 4+
and6+ states (wliere'observed) arc the first, second and third excited states, respect-
tively.

3. Analyste
3.1, . DI3TORIBDWAVE HORN APPROXIMATTON(DWBA) ANALYSIS

ADWHA analysis of the data has been performed using the one-step zero-range
computer code DWUCR~~) with form factors taken to be simple a~luster wave
functions. Spectroscopic factors Sa and' reduced widths yâ are then defined pheno-
menologically'for a-particla pickup reactions on 0+ targets by as " xq)

~`~(e) ._ .~. .
Sa d~~(B) ..~

	

(1)d~ '2J+1 dD
x

Y~(s) °23 Ss~Ri~s)~2-
p

Hore, dcD~~(6)JdD is the calculated DWBA cross section, .N' is a normalization
factor, s is the channel radius, ~ is the reduced a-particle mass, andRi~(r) is the
radial part of the (normalized) form factor: Spectroscopic factors S, are to be under-
stood throughout this ~ work as the model~ependént quantities defined above. Ide-
ally, one should use instead spectroscopic amplitudes calculated from microscopic
theories as in two~nucleon transfer reactions, for example.

(4)
is the Wigner limit so-3x).

In the simple zero-rasge approximation used in the present analysis, the normali-
zation factor .~1'. includes the overlap of 6Li with an a-particle and a free deuteron ss)
as well as the strength ofthe' effective deuteron-dt-particle interaction. While a finite-
range calculation is in principle frce of factors such as .N', it requires a good kbôw-
ledge ofthe 6Li wave function. More importantly, however, it is not clear 3~) whether
a conventional finito-rango analysis without the inclusion of antisymmetrization
effects' "as) should lead to correct absolute spectroscopic factors and reduced widths.

Both, zero-range as vVell as finite-range calculations may be affected by contri-
butions from two-step mechanisms. A further justification for the use of the simpler
zero-range approximation is provided by the independence of the normalization
factor on the a~luster potential well parameters (see subsect. ~.9).

3.2. OPTICAL MODELPARAMETEIL4

The deuteron and 6Li optical model parameters are listed in table 2: The deuteron

The dimensionlass reduced with e~(s) is defined is" so) by .

e~(J) = Y~(s)JY~s)~
where

Yiv(s) = 3hxJ2us` ~
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~~ 2 .
Optical.~odel Pnrameters aad "bonad" state param~ers

The optical model potentisi wah used is the förm
tl ne(r) ' -YI(r. R� a.)-tWf(r, R�, a,r)+tW'4aw(d/dr~r, R,r , a�)+Ye(r, R,),

with

') w. ~ X2.0 MeV for Pb and U; .see ref. "). , .. .
°) Adjusted to~correct arparticle binding or decay enemy; see teo~t.

parameters were taken from tho work of Hinterbergen et al. 36) as modified by Leßns
et al. s'); the 6Li parameters are from our work sa) at SO.G MeV. The inclusion of
spin-orbit terms in the deuteron and 6Li : optical potentials was found to have a
negligible effect on the calculated (d, 6Li) angular distributions . Only the deep minima
in theL ~ 0 distributions are filled in slightly. Spin-orbit terms were , therefore dis-
regarded .

3.3 . FORM FACTORSFORBOUNDANDUNBOUND STATES

Microscopic. calciilations for spectroscopic amplitudes are not availâble: The form
factors for nuclei with positive a-particle binding energies B, (Ba = -Qa; see table 1)
were t~lerefore taken to be simple a~luster wave functions with a specified number of
radial nodes bound in aWôoäs-Saxon plus Coulomb potential well. The radius and
diffuseness parameters are included in table 2. These are the same parameters used by
Sherman et al. a9) in their analysis of the (a, 2a) reaction . The nuclear well depths
were adjusted to fit the a~lnster binding energies .
Adifferent procedure was. adopted for those nuclei where the a~luster is unbound.

This includes the nuçlei t ~aSm, 1 4~Nd and s3sU which. are known a-emitters. Here,
the target nucleus was viewed as an extremely narrow elastic scattering resonance of
art a-particle plus the residual nucleus at the energy Q,: Scattering theory i s-l' " ao)
requires the elastic channel wave function u(r) . ~ rR(r) to be asymptotically equal
to an irregular Coulomb function GL(kr) . This boundary condition is sufficient to
determine the potential well depthand the a-cluster wave .function. However, the
wave function for the unbound a-cluster cannot be normalized to unity as required
by the DWBA analysis. As the wave function falls' off rapidly, a reasonable procedure
is to normalize within some large radius . For example, the wave function atthe classi-
cal outer turning point (s;s 80 fm for 1°4Nd+a) is smaller than its value in the
nuclear interior by typically twenty orders of magnitude, and the exact radius used
for the normalization is therefore unimportant. A cutoff radius of 20 fm was chosen

Particle . : . . Y r, . : 4 Tf~ W. '
~

. ry, a� r,
(M°~ (~) (~) (Meh (MeV) (tm) .. . (~)

d 91.0 1.10 0.83 14.25 1.25 0.90 1.3
eLi 2~0.0 1.30 0.65 14.0') 1.70 0.90 1.3

a-cloltter ~ 1.30 0.73 1.3
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in the present work. At this radius the a~luster wave function is about ten ordors of
magnitude smaller than in the interior. The as-cluster wave functions as well as the
integand of the DWBA radial integrals fall off very rapidly with increasing radius
for these long-lived, quasi-bound states . The above method is therefore nearly exact,
and it is not necessary to employ more complicated procedures sometimes used for
transitions to short-lived unbound states, as in analysis of (d, P) reactions.
The above prooodure for constructing an a-cluster wave fraction does not take into

consideration antisymmetrization effects which may bo important for the nuclear
interior 1 "a s ). These effects will be reflected in our 5, values .

3 .4. QUANTUM NUMBBR.4
In order to calculate DWBA form factors it is necessary to specify the quantum

numbers for the a-cluster wave function. This was done throughout the analysis by
using the harmonic oscillator relation

3.3 . DWHA NOR~~T 7~~T10N

4

Here, ni and h are the radial and angular momentum quantum numbers of the four
nucleons which are picked up and N, L and n, l are corrospondingly the quantum
numbers for the relative and internal motion ofthe cluster. Assuming an intérnal Os
motion (n ~ 1= 0) for the four nucleons in the a-particle, the total randier of
oscillator quanta Q ~ 2N+L is uniquely defined once the shell-model orbitals of the
individual nucleons aro specified `1). The number of radial nodes N (radial quantum
number) used in the calculation of the spectroscopic factors 5, are listed in table l .
They are based on the simplest shell-model predictions `~) [see subsect. 3.8] .

Eqs. (1}-(4) make it possible to extract absolute values for 5� q~ and 9; from the
measured (d, 6Li) cross sections provided the DWBA normalization factor .N' is
known. A normalization constant of .N' = 2.67 has been deduced by requiring that
the reduced widths y. determined from the lifetime of the a-decay of 1~eSm (see
below) and from the (d, 6Li) reaction oa a iassm target are the same . The . above
normalization factor has been used throughout this work but may not be valid for
(d, 6Li) reactions on much lighter or heavier target nuclei due to Snite-range or other
mass-dependent effects .

Absoluto spectroscopic factors S, and reduced widths 7: and B; obtained from the
preoeeding analysis are summarizod in table 1 . .
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3.6. THEa-DECAYANALY3I3 AND

For a=decay from 0* parent nuclei wo define 1~+ 1 s-l'. `3)

y~( )

	

22s
I L( )I~.s =- R s

p

Hero, I'�L is the partial width and yc is the partial decay constant for the transitions
to the ground or excited states in the daughter nucleus. The halflife T~ is given by a
sumover all decay channels,1n2/T~_ ~~,~. T'hequantity sis again thechannel radius
and~the reduced a-particle mass, PL(Qa, s) is the penetrability at the energy Qa, and
RL(r) is the radial part of the a~luster wave function. Furthermore, since y~(s)
must be the same for reaction and decay, we have

RL(r) = JSaR~r),

whereRi~(r) is the radial part of the form factor in eq . (2).
Eqs. (6~(8) make it possible to extract absolute values for S� yâ and 8; from a

measured decay constant ~1 provided an accurate value for the penetrability PL can
be calculated. Four different procedures for calculating PL are discussed below.
Disregarding possible antisymmetrization effects ss), the a~luster wave functions

used as form factors for the DWBA calculations and the ao-cluster wavo functions
required in the R-matrix formulation of a-decay satisfy the same differential equa-
tion 1 s. i') . The boundary conditions for the two functions are different though .
The former resonaace state function has to be asymptotically equal to an irregular
Coulomb function GL(kr)while the latter function (pure outgoing wave) has to be
asymptotically èqual to a Coulomb functionof the form~GL(kr) +iFL(kr). However,
at the chosen DWBA cutoff radius of 20 fm the regular Coulomb function FL(kr)
is about thinly orders of magaitude smaller than Gi(kr) and inside the cutoff radius
the two solutions are for practical purposes identical. T'he DWBA form factor was
therefore used to calculate penetrabilities according to eq . (8) (procedure (a)). For
comparison, penetrabilities were also calculated with various approximations often
used in the literature is. is, a~) and compared to the results of.procedure (a). Fig. 3
shows the ratio of the calculated L = 0penetrabilities for the decay 148Sm -" 1~4Nd
+aas a function ofthe channel radius s. Procedure (d) represents the WKBapproxi-
mation to a pure Coulomb potential. This is one of the most common prescrip-
tlons 44). At the classical inner turning point of 8.1 fm for 1*~Nd +a, the penetrability
is a factor of about ten too small. Procedure (c) is based on eq. (8) using a pure
Coulomb potential and ignoring the nuclear potential. The result is somewhat better.
Procedure (b), finally, represents theWRBapproximation to the combined Coulomb
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w
~ t0
nJ0
w

v
Ql
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8 10 12 14
CFWNEL RADUIS s (im)

Fib. 3. Ratio of parJetcabilities for the decay l'~Sm -. 1uNd~-a as e, flmction of oLsanel radins.
The panetrabl)i~ were cakulatad (a) usina wavy lhnctianr aeneaated in a anciear and Catdamib
poimtid, (b) nains the WRBsypmoaimatlon with a nuclear sud Coulomb potential, (c) usina wave
fonctions annesated in a Conlo~mb potential only aad~ (d) usina the wKB appmzimation. wlth a

Coulomb potential only.

and nuclear potential . It differs at the small radii from the results of procedüre (a) by
a factor of two. As we are interested in reduced widths near the nuclear surface,
procedure (a) was used for all calculations.

3.7. RELATIVE MERITS OF S, AND y;s AND ÇHOICl3 OF CHANNEL RADIU3 .r

While both spectroscopic factors, Sa, andreduced widths, ys, can be deduced from
the measured cross sections as outlined above, the former are much more model
dependent than the latter . .The reasonis that the reaction probes only a certain limited
region ofthe cluster wave function, generally near the nuclear surface. This is demon-
strated by thé radial dependence of the product of the form factor times the wavy
functions for the incoming and outgoing distorted .waves . The product is strongly
localized near the surface, particularly for the .important contributions to tha radial
integral with 15 15 : The spectroscopic factor is related to the entire wave function
whereas the reduo~ width is essentially a measure. of the wave . function at .one
radius : Although the reduced widths contains correspondingly less information, it is
significantly more reliable. This should be particularly true if the channel radius is
chosen in the region where the a-cluster is actually picked up. In the (d, 6Li) reaction
on target nuclei with A ~ 150 at Ed a 35 MeV this corresponds to a channel radius
s = s°.4} with s° ~ 1.7 fm. This value was. therefore .used in tho present worle. . Fig:
4a shows the radial dependence of the total probability distribution u'(r) = r~R2(r)
= 4nrz~r~(r) for the a-cluster in 144Nd+a. The average valve in the interim region
is indicated -by a dashed line . Significant surface clustering is indicated even in this
si>nple picture. The three points correspond .tô: (A) the radius at which the:logarith-
mic derivative of the radial wave function vanishes s°), r~ = 7.50 fm, (B) the inner
classical turning point, r8 = 8.12 fm, (C) our channel radius s = sue!}, rc = 8.91 fm:
liven a reliable model wave function, y:(s) [or e:(s)] can be eatrapolatod to larger
or smallér radii by using eqs. (2) or (7}. Fig. 4b shows the radial dependence of y;
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FiB. 4.' (a) Plot of the quantity a=(r) - r'R'(r) - 4orr~v'(r) for the a-c)u~ter wave fimctioaP(r) of
issNd-~-a. Thedafhed line repeaenb the averaSe contribatioa in the }nterlor re8ion. (h) Plot of
the redaoed.widths y,1(Q,;:a) for "~Sm -~ 14'Nd~-a .near the nuclear sarf~oe. The iadiatad radii
are: (A) the xadiue . where the .loearlthmic derivative vanishes, (d/dr)lo8 Y(F) ° U. (H) ~ inner
turning point, Y(r) ° Qa and (G) the channel radiw in the region where the arparticle is Piclud

tip in the (d, sI3) reaction, a~ (1.7fmkl~.

in the surface region. However, the reliability of an extrapolation . to smallez radii,
particularly inside the inner classical turning point where antisymmetrization ef-
f~ i.~s s. 34) ~, dampen ~wave function, depends strongly on the goodness of
the o:-dusts= wave function .'It should bo noted that R-matrix thoory.does not require
a pardciilar channel ~tadius or a particular boundary condition. The radius at which
the logarithmic derivative vanishes is sometimes a convcnicnt but not a .requü~ed
channel radius [eq. t2.1) in ref. .is)] .

3.8. DSPENDENCß OF S, AND y.' ON .TH$ RADIAL QUANTUM NUMBER

Theuse of a single specified numberNofradial nodes in the ac-cluster wavefunction .
represeats a simplification. Eq. (S) for the harmonic oscillator quantum numbers
breaks down when Woods-Saxon wave functions are expanded in a harmonic oscil-
lator basis: Moreover; contributions from proton pairs . and/or neutron . pairâ in
orbitals with different oscillator quantum numbers are generally present . The most
important added.contributions which will increase Nfor the chuter wave function of
i4asm, for example, are (Oh~)1 for tlu~ protons and (Oi~)2 fôr the neutrons . A model
wave~fuaCtion for i4asmwas assumed to have the form~r(r) = 119~r9(r)+iltol%to(r}
where ~!y and Aio have the cheracsteristics of spectroscopic amplitudes ., The norma-
lized wave function ~9(r} and 1%to(r) were generated using well depths adjusted to
give nine and ten radial -nodes, respectively at the same binding:energy . .They are
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therefore not orthogonal ; indced I ~ f~9(r)i(rlo(r~'r ~ 0.34. The calculated and
experimental angular distributions of fig. 2 agree well over the entire range of con-
structive interference [w(r) enhanced for large r] but only for small (< 15 ~) destruo-
five admixtures often-node contributions. Apure nine-node form factor gives slightly
better agreement (see fig . 2) than a pure ten-node form factor (not shown) . The
"spectroscopic factor" 5~ defined as) by S, _ (A9+Aio+2A9.l i~ will depend
strongly on the mixing ratio. (The factor containing the overlap integral I accounts
for the lack in orthogonality.) As an example, if A io = 0, then Sa = 0.078 (table 1) ;
if Ag a 0, then 5, = 0.052. Constructive interference (believed to prevail in the
ground states), however, maylead to a value as small as 5, a0.037, whereas desctruo "
five interference (< 15 ~) can lead to S, = 0.20. The strongvariation ofthe spectro-
scopic factor is contrasted by the reduced width which remains essentially constant.
The variation of q: over the entire range of constructive interference is less than 2~.
and oven for small destructive interference q: does not change bY more than 15 ~.

39. DEPBNDBNCE OFS,ANDy,'ON THEao-CLU3TBRPOTENTIALwELLPARAMSTERSt

A variation in the ac-cluster Woods-Saxon potential well parameters ro anda leads
to different reduced widths p: and spectroscopic factors S, . An uncertainty in the
parameters will therefore result in an uncertainty of the spectroscopic quantities .
Figs. Sa and b show the dependence of these quantities as extracted from the reaction
data (solid lines) and decay (dashed lines) for iassm as functions of i° and a. The
channel radius was again taken as s m. (1 .70 fm)t!} and the normalization factor as
.~ = 2.67. The graph shows that for all values of a and for r° ~ 1 .3 fm, both y:
and S, scale very closely for reaction and decay. Thus, the comparison between the
reaction and decay data is essentially independent of the choice of parameters .
Similar results have been obtained in an analysis ofthe (160, 1~C) reaction on heavier
nuclei z°). The dependence of q: on the parameters is several times weaker than that
of 5,. Reaction and decay data deviate from each other for r° < 1.3 fm, but this
region should be excluded anyway because of the strong disagreement between
DWBA and experimental angular distributions . Fig. Sc, finally, shows the DWBA
normalization factor .N' obtained from the condition that q: is the same for reaction
and decay and for all values of r° and a. Except for r° < 1.3 fm, .N' remains practi-
cally constant thus confirming the earlier conclusions which justify the use of the
zero-range approximation in DWBA.
Thereduced widths q:(s) offig. Sa [r° < 1.3 fm excluded] were found to be strongly

cornlated with the potential Y(s) at the channel radius s [we find that the same is true
for the reduced widths q: of fig. 6 in ref. ~°) for the (160, 1 ~C) reaction on x°"Pb] .
Fig. 6 shows the correlation (shaded area) plotted as a function of Y�o,(s) = Y(s)-
Yc�~(s). This result is related to the "Igo ambiguity as)" whereby low-energy elastic
scattering depends essentially only on the potential in the tail region . Indeed, using
the .earliest Igo potential aa) (Y° = 110aMeV, r° = 1.17 fm, a = 0.574~m), areduced
decay width ofq:(s) ~ 0.65 is obtained with the WKB approximation (open circle).
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4.1 . HALP-LIV$S AND BRANCHIIdß RATIOS

tA L2 L4 1B QB t19
~u (fm)

	

o(hn)

~ S. Relativereduced widths (a)aadepecte+oecopic factors (b)for thereectbn'4aSm(d, °Li)'4'Nd
sod the dewy i4aSm -" "aNd+a as a flnu tlon ofthe a^particb potential well parameters ro anda
The filled cic+cles eornspond to the parameter ro ®1.3 fm anda~0.731m. Part (c) showstheDWBA

normalization factor needed to obtain the same reduced width for reaction and decay.

V�� ci(s) (MeV)
Fib. 6. Correlation between the reduced widths y.'(j) at the channel radios i v (1 .7 1m)di for
iasSm(d, °Li)'44Nd as well as's~3m -~'a`Nd+a and the nuclear potential Y�,,(a) obteinad by
varyln~ the potential parameters. The filled circle corresponds to the adopted values re and o, the

open circle corresponds to the WKH decay vah~e for one of the Ieo potentiahi (see teat).

Although the quantity . Yorô for the above potential is almost 100 times latger than
for the other potentials, the shape of the potentials in tha surface region is su03cciently
close to that of more realistic potentials and gives a reasonable docay width. .

Tl>e foregoing discussion indicates that uncortainties in the potential parameters
will not substantially affect the comparison between reaction and decay data. They
load to an uncertainty in the absolute reduced widths y: by at most a factor of two.

4. D~ebn

Theconsistency ofthe analysis has been checked by comparing the rodueed widths
and >ialf-lives deduced from the measured (d, 6U) cross sections for tho three long-
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Comparison ofeaperimemtal a-decayhalf-lives T~ sad braachina ratios ß with vslaes .deduoed fia~m
(d, °Li) maetioa data for orumtable ferret nuclei

') Normalized such that yss(a) is the same for the (d, sLi) reaction and the a-decay of sasgm
with T~ = 8.0 x 30ss y. Batimated unoertaiaty is f1 in lob T}.

s~ D~afi+om refs. 4a-sx,ex).
o~ xas~~°t~yto ezdted states in sasga
s) Blank spaces indicate ß eÄ.10-ss ~"
') Data from ref. s°):

lived radioactive target nuclei 144Nd, i4ssm and ~saU with those derived from the
decay data. Half-lives T~ and branching ratios ß were calculated from eq. (6) using
the reduced widths of the DWHA analysis and exact penetrabilities . (proc~,ure (a) of
fig. 3) . Thé~results are listed intable 3togetherwiththe experimental ¢' - st .si)half-
lives T~ and branching ratios ß. The values for i4ssm are,.of course, .identical having
been used to extract the DWBA normalization constant .~f~. Theagreement for t4~Nd
is very good: Disagreement by a factor of about ten exists for the half-life of zs°U.
The latter result should not be considered too disturbing as the reaction data t°) are
limited and the DWBA normalization factor .N' has been extrapolated over a wide
range. Moreover, 23sU is a deformed nucleus and a proper treatment of the pene-
trability will reduce the calculated half-life. Similarly, an estimate using the same
normalization factor.N' for. (d, 6Li) transitions in the lp and ld2s shells measured at
the same deuteron energy 32, .33) implies small S", values, e.g : 5, s;s .0.02 for ~°Ne(d,

Tar®et
parrot

Residual
daughter

~
~

= Ej
(keV)

Qe
(hem

Reaction')
loo T~ (Y) ß i/) .

ixcay `)
1°8 T~ (y) ß (%)

x~s~ xasga p+ p 1362 25.81 100
2+ 1426 °)

xaaNd xao~ p+ p 1902 15 .43 100 1~.32f0.08 100
2+ 1396 . 306 ') uaobserved

xssNd xas~ p+ p 1164 33 .00 100
~+ 641 323

x~s~ ssaNd 0+ 0 1974 15.90') 100 1.3.90f0.01 100
2+ 696 1~78 uaobserved
4+ 1314 - 660 u~nobseQVed

xso~ x~sNd. 0+ 0 , 1~40 28.34 100.
2+ ~ 454 ~ 986

xso.~,°) xssQd ~ p+ p 451 104.13 100
xse~ . . ~.. xss~, p+ p 'g22 63.90 100

2+ 81 741 s~2x10-°
4+ 266 336
6+ 549 273

soapb °) sos~ p+ p 319 129.72 100
saaU °) sa~ p+ p 4266 75 77f4

4+ 160 4106 . 10 .91 0.38 9"65f0.01 0.23f0.07
6+ 310 3956 0.02 tmobserved
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6)160. Again, due t0 the'lar$0 C7CfrapOlatlOII thlß reSUlt may IIOt be aOalrate t0
better than an order of magnitude [the lowest order shell-modol estimate ~g) is 0.23].
The values obtained for the branching ratios ß in the decay ~3aU ~ ~3%h+a are

in vary good agreement with the directly measured values 4°), particularly for the
transitions to the0+ and 2+ states . A comparison for the transition to the tentative
6+ state io) at E = 310f20 key is not possible as decay data are lacking for this
state . The corrosponding information for the reduced widths is included in ßg. 9.
Hero, the ratios of the reduced widths of the excited status to that of the ground
states are compared for the reaction and decay data, again in good agreement .
Wé estimate that the relative uncertainties of the reduced widths for the 0+ states

in the rare-earth nuclei are t 30 ~. mostly due to uncertainties in the target thick-
nesses . The uncertainties are increased for the 2+ and particularly 4+ and 6+ states bo-
cause of possible contributions from two-step processes. The absolute uncertainty is
estimated at a factor of about three mostly due to tho dependence on the a-cluster
potential well parameters. Thevalues for Pb and Umaybe about one order of magni-
tude too small as indicated by the comparison with the half-lifo of z3°U.

Table 3 includes the half-lives and branching ratios derived from tho reaction data
for all target nuclei with negative a-particle binding energies. These half-lives range
up to lOls9y for s°aPb. At present, such long half-lives cannot be measured directly .
It should be noted that the half-lives so obtained follow approximately the predictions
of the Geiger-Nutall relation [sae fig. 7-3 in ref. s4)]

with a = SS.S sac- 1, ß m 1 .7037 MeY} " sec-1 or a similar se~iempirical expres-
sion s s" sa) and extend these relations to decay constants .i which are 100 orders of
magnitude smaller than previously determined. Of course, the major contribution
to e4. (10) arises from the penetrability factor of eq. (8). When its estimated uncer-
tainty is combined with that for y;, we arrive at an estimated uncertainty of t 1 for
log A (y_i) and log T~ (y)..

4.2. ANGULARDISTRIBUTIONS AND CROSS.SBCTION9

Angular distributions for the~(d, sLi) reaction on 1 °̀Sm and 1 ssEr calculated with
theDRBA computer code DWUCKs~) andthe optical and form factor parameters
of table 2 are displayed in fig. 2. The ground-state distributions fit very well . How-
ever, the transitions to the 2+ and most notably the .4+ levels show moro structure
than the DWBA predictions . This fact suggests that multistep processes may bo
important forthe transitionsto the excited states similar:ss. ss) to theweaktransitions
tothe excited 2+ stator observed inNd(p, t) . Acouplod-channels analysis wouldthorn
forebe desirable. The other feature whichisimmediately notioeabk is the difference is
magnitude ofthe cross sections for the two nuclei. The reaction on s4a3mloads to a
strong transition to the ground state of 1~`Nd and considerably weaker tra~sitioas
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to the excited states . . The reaction on 1 ssEr, on the other hand, leads to weak tran-
sitions for all states in 162Dy including the ground state. These states are all members
of the ground-state rotational band.

4.3 GROUND-STATE TRANSITIONS

It is yell known t2 . s~ . sa) that simple shell-model estimates for the absolute a-
particle reduced widths in heavy nuclei are one to three orders of magnitude smaller
than those extracted from decay data. Attempts are being made 3 s) to . understand this
discrepancy on the basis of antisymmetrization effects. Spectroscopic factors and
possibly reduced widths extracted from decay and reaction data may also be affected
by the required modifications in the cluster wave function and the form factor s~. 3 e).
Such effects are not considered in the present work .

Fig. 7. Absolute a-particle reduced widths for (d, °Li) transitions to 0* ground states.aad 2+ Brat
excited states as a thnction ofneutron number N.

Fig. 7 includes the measured reduced widths (table 1) for the transitions to the 0+
ground states as a function of neutron number . Thereduced widths increase consider-
ably with the addition of afew neutrons to the closed shell at N m 82 followed by a
strong reduction beyond N ~ 88. Tho small values for ~°°1?b and ss°U are. due to
the choice of channel radius and possible uncertainties in the DWBA normalization
as discussed earlier.
Tho reduced widths for N~ 82 increase with proton number Z by a factor ,of two

from Z =.56 (lda) to Z ~ 60, 62 (Nd, Sm). There is a slight decrease. for N ~ 84,
and the two widths for Ne 86 are about equal. The Z-dependence of a~particle
reduced widths for even-Z nuclei with N~ 84 has been treated theoretically many
years ago s9) on the basis of BCS theory with a simple pairing interaction. The
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predicted minimum for Z = 64 was confirmed recently s°) in a critical reevaluation
of the ao-decay data from Z = 60 to 72 . Our results extend this sequence to Z = 58 .
The continued increase towards smaller Z"values disagrees with the predicted maxi-
mum at Z = 60. The Z-dependence of our results for the stable nuclei withN= 82
from Z= 56 to 62 agrees with the Z-dependence predicted sg) forN= 84.
The increase of the reduced widths with N beyond N= 82 cannot be due to an

additional node in the cluster wave function as required from shell-model consider-
ations . The independence of the extracted widths to the assumed number of nodes
has been demonstrated earlier.

It is evident from fig . 7 that the addition of afew neutrons past N. = 82 makes the
formation of an a-particle cluster in the.surface region more probable. A similar but
more pronounced effect has been observed near N = 126 for the reduced widths
extracted for the polonium isotopes from the experimental a-decay half-lives sl) . It is
also evident in the a-preformation probabilities obtained from studies of a~particle
emission in (n, a) and (p, a) precompound nucleus reactions es-sa, ss), .~ pro-
nounced increase beyond theN= 126 shell for the polonium isotopes has bceà repro-
duced using simple harmonic oscillator wave function for the valence nucleons ss)
and also more sophisticated Nilsson wave functions with configuration mixing is).

Recent theoretical calculations 19) predict a close.connection between two-nucleon
transfer and ao-transfer reactions. It should manifest itself, for example, in the isotope
âependence of (p, t) and (d, sLi) cross sections particularly when the neutron and
proton pairs occupy differtnt shell-model orbits . Indeed, this connectiôn has been
verified experimentally in a comparison between the (p, t) reaction es, s.7) and the
(d, sLi) reaction lo, sa) on even-A and odd-A Sn isotopes. The protons transfered
in the latter reaction behave essentially as a "spectator" pair. The connection be-
tween two-nucleon transfer and a-transfer reactions has also been observed s9) in a
comparison between (t, p) and (sLi, d) transitions to several 0+ states in 4~Ca. Also,
for a number of fp shell ground-state transitions the (sLi, d) ao-transfer reaction was
found'°) to be relatod to the relevant (3He, n) and (t, p) two-nucleon transfer re-
actions and in accord with the pairing vibration model ss).
A similar comparison has now become possible for rare-earth nuclei. The (p, t)

data for the Sm isotopes xa" sa) and the Nd isotopes si, ~~) are particularly useful .
Differential cross sections for the (p, t) reaction on Sm andNd isotopes are displayed
in fig. 8 together with the (d, sLi) cross sections for the Sm and Nd isotopes . The
cross sections are arbitrarily normalized to unity for tho target nuclei with N = 86 .
The Sm(p, t) data are confirmed by the ground-state transitions observed in Sm(t, p)
[ref 'i)j, as is expected from the reciprocity theorem. The correspondence between
the (d, sLi) and (p, t) ground-state transitions is striking except for N= 92. Iin
particalar, the broad maximumnearN= 86 is confirmed . Calculations based on the
pairing interaction model'2) relate the cross sections of two-neutron transfer re-
actions between ground status to the pairing gap. The (p, t) data, now confirmed by
(d, sLi) data, do not support the presence of a maximum atN~ 90, as was aheady
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~4. TRANSITIONS TO BXCiTED STATES

N

1(d,aL.l)
a0.t)

Fib. 8. Relative differential cme~ sections at the flret maximma beyond 0° for the L ~ 0 and 2
anjalet diaMbntions of Sm(d, s~1. Nd(d,'I3), Smt(P, t) sad Nd(p, t). The data are nonsalimed to
tmity at No 84 . The (d, °Li) data are for E, a 33.0 MeV(thin work); the Sm(p, t) data °s) are for

E, v 23.3 MeV; the Nd(p, t) data ""~) are for F.~ ~ 52 MeV.

noted oarlier't " ~'. ~4). The cross section for the i4asm(d, sLi)t44Nd ground-state
transition is considerably weaker than expecrted from the comparison with the (p, t)
data . This result is not too surprising since the correspondence in a sequence of
isotopes rèquires the wave function for tho transferred proton pair to be independent
of tlu: neutron configuration. The above transition, unlike transitions in the lighter
isotopes, is one between strongly doformad states and the protons will likely take
part in the collective motion of target and residual nucleus.

Absolute redneed widths and differential cross sections for transitions to first
excited 2* states are included in figs . 7 and 8, respectively. Fig. 9 shows the ratios of
the excited state to ground state reduced widths as a function of neutron number N.
The reaction and decay data lo. 4s) for ~3sU are included. The inverse of the ratio
of fig. 9 is related to the so-called r~uced hindrance factor st).
The general behavior of the reduced width ratios of fig. 9 falls into three categories,

(i) the semi-magic target nuclei withNa 82, (ü) the transitional nuclei with 84 ~ N
~ 88, and (iü) the rotational nuclei with N > 88. .The semi-magic nuclei 13aBa,
t4o~~ 14zNd and 144S+m exhibit reduced widths for the 0* and2* states which shift
gradually in strength from the first excited 2* state to the 0* ground stets No expla-
nation is offered except thattheeffect probablyrosults from the influence ofthe proton
orbitals oa the structure of the final states.
The transitions to the first excited .2* states are very weak for all targets with

N~ 84, 86 and88 . The (d, 6Li) and (p, t) results as-14) for the erttlri range N, ~ 82
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>~ 9. Ratio of a~cited ,fate to mate reduced width ß~+om the (d,'Li) 1+eacrtion. Decay
values with uncertainties un iaciaded for ~'U. .

to 88 are completely analogous. The closo correspondence for the ground and first
excited states is evident in tho comparison of the differential cross sections of fig. 8.
The weak 14~Sm(d, sLi)1~°Nd(2+) transition represents the only exception. It is
worth noting that this weak transition and the rather strong 1 ~zNd(p, t)1~°Nd(2+)
transition popnlato the same Snal state.

171e strength of tho (p, t) transitions to ground and excited states near N = 82
has been explained suooessfully zz-z4) on the basis ofthepairing vibration modal ~').
Assuming zero-phonon ground states of the N a 82 nuclei, the addition or removal
of neutron pairs with total angular momentum transfer of L ~ 0 leads to strong
transitions between the ground states of the neighboring even isotopes. The lowest
2* states forN < 82 are removal-type quadrupolo pairing vibration states . They are
populated strongly in the pickup reaction . The lowest 2* states for N > 82 are
addition-typo quadrupole Pairing vibrational states. They are populated only weakly
in .the pickup reaction and require a two-step reaction mechanism. Indeed, the weak
transitions observed in Nd(p, t) have been successfully described in terms of coupled-
channels Horn approximation calculations ~~). The first excited 2* state forN e 82
is not a pairing vibrational state but presumably a particle-hole phonon state. It is
populated weakly in pickup as well as stripping.
The relative strength of the transitions to the above 0* and 2* states can also be

understood'3~ as) on the basis of simple shell-model considerations. If oneinvokes
the seniority model and assumes states of good seniority, the spoctroacopic factors
become related to quasi-spin coupling coefficients leading to conclusions similar to
those from the pairing vibration model.
The reduced widths are approximately equal for the obsorvad transitions to tho

ground and tho oxcitod states .of all deformed nudei studied, nameley 14sSm(d,
6~)144N~ 166/.1 6~\lôZDy and z'sU(d, sLi)ss~Th. Tho final States. are all
members of the gr

l
o~u

s
nd-spate rotational band. Such a behavior is quite reasonable
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considering the fact that the internal structure of the excited states is very similar to
that of the ground state, and that the space of contributing shell-model configuration
is presumably large. One might therefore expect that the reduced widths decrease
only slowly with increasing L.
A more complete analysis of the a-transfer data must await the development of

suitable theoretical models or formalisms to calculate spectroscopic amplitudes from
realistic wave functions. Boson-expansion methods, applied successfully') to the
(t, p) stripping reactions' t) on l'e, i s o, t sssm, for example, appear to be promising.

5. Summary

Reduced a-particle widths for long-lived radioactive taro-earth nuclei have been
extractedfrom the (d, 6Li) reaction andwere found in accord with the reduced widths
extracted from oadecay. This result has made it possible to deduce lifetimes for nearly
stable a-particle unbound nuclei with T} > lOloo y.
While both absolute a-particle reduced widths y: and spectroscopic factors S',

can be extracted from the measured cross sections, the former are far less model
dependent than the latter. This property of the reduced widths is particularly pro-
nouneodwhen extracted at a channel radius which is close to the radius at which the
a-particle is picked up in the (d, 6Li) reaction . The absolute spectroscopic factors S~
for the rare-earth ground-state transitions range from about 0.01 to0.10. The absolute
reduced widths yâ extracted at a channel radius of s = (1 .7 fm~!} range from about
0.1to1.OkeV.
The ground-state reduced widths increase significantly when a few neutrons are

added to the closed shell at N= 82 . Except for N = 82 the strength is strongly con-
centrated in the ground states for these nuclei . This behavior is very similar to that
observed in two-neutron pickup reactions and can bo understood in terms of the
pairing vibration model. The widths for states in deformed nuclei arc reduced as
the total strengths are spread over members of the ground-state rotational bands.
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